Actionable data from
the point of risk

Overview
SafetyCulture, the creators the
world’s leading inspection platform,
iAuditor. iAuditor provides a
single operating system for your
inspections and deep insights
into safety and quality across
your locations.

Mobile app

Inspection app for teams
The iAuditor mobile app and web platform
team up to provide a single operating
system for your inspections. Manage
multiple business locations easily, gather
better data, create and resolve corrective
actions - and gain insight into critical areas.

Web platform

Your control center
Manage multiple business locations in
real-time with instant visibility. At a glance
insight into inspection results, corrective
action items due, frequently failed areas,
analytics, and schedules.

Mobile form creation

Build customized shareable forms
Standardized forms help you collect better
data to make informed decisions. No IT help
is required for workers to get up and running.

Instant reports

Professionally designed reports
Create PDF, Excel, CSV reports and more
from the inspection data. Share reports via
a web link, automatically archive it or send
in an email.

Corrective actions
Fix small issues before they become big
Create correction actions from the web
platform or mobile app. Send notifications,
issue reminders and monitor task completion.

Schedule inspections

More inspections completed on time
Send inspection schedules directly to the
worker’s device. Create recurring inspections,
set the timeframe, and assign it to a group or
individual.

Failed area insights

Know what to improve before it becomes
critical
Set failed responses to trigger an alert when
it fails. Get a bird’s-eye-view of frequently
failed areas to understand the problem.

Detailed analytics

A snapshot overview or drill into detail
Visual dashboards provide performance
information in real-time. Track inspection
frequency, scores, and group or individual
performance.

“Since introducing iAuditor
it makes it a lot more
efficient to react and deal
with issues that occur on
our sites.”
Les Jones, SHE Manager, Pochin

Roles & Permissions

Limit the permissions of team members
Role-based access control within iAuditor
allows you to control who sees mobile forms
and results. Provide your workers with only the
information they need.

Integrations & API

Gain even more valuable insight by using
our integrations and API
Send data from iAuditor to your own systems.
Extract data or feed it into a business
intelligence solution.

www.safetyculture.com

“iAuditor helps us to
empower our team
members to own
safety and keep quality
to a high standard.”
Maren Schroeder, Head of Technical,
VROON

